FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Verge Network Becomes Exclusive US Representative
of Award-Winning ‘Imaging Dogs’ from Belgium
th

Nashville, TN – May 24 , 2011 – Verge Network, Inc., a syndicator of content
and services to Radio Stations, announced it will now represent Belgium-based
Imaging Dogs, an award-winning duo quickly building a global reputation for the
most creative imaging and jingles. Modular options let Stations choose imaging,
voiceover, and/or jingles on either cash or barter bases. Details are available online at www.RadioChanged.com.
VP/Sales for Verge Network, Grant Merrill
(Grant.Merrill@RadioChanged.com),
commented “Pascal and Lex at Imaging Dogs
have a fresh sound in a sound-alike world, and they’re getting attention
from New York to LA.” “We make a living making noise. What could be
better than that?” adds Pascal Standaert, co-founder of Imaging Dogs.
Clutter-Busting, True Brand-Making Creativity. The dogs have an
old-school attitude about Radio, but an ear for what’s next. Country,
CHR, Oldies – they make it all sound fresh. Modular Choices. You
pick and choose from three modules: imaging, voiceover, and jingles – to create the unique sound you
want for your Station.. Cash or Barter. Pick the modules you want; then pick how you want to pay –
choose from affordable cash or barter plans.
Imaging Dogs is the latest in a series of service and content agreements being announced by Verge
Network. The Verge team is available by phone toll-free at (855) 99-VERGE and on-line at
www.RadioChanged.com.
- 30About Verge Network, Inc.
Verge Network, Inc. is a syndicator of content and services to Radio Stations in the US with offices in Nashville, Kansas City, and
Little Rock. The company seeks to provide broadcasters with tools and expertise to adapt and thrive in the era of media and
consumer device convergence. (855) 99-VERGE Tel (615) 807-3334 Fax www.RadioChanged.com
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